California’s Wandering Sink Hole On the San Andreas Fault
By T.W. Tramm

THE last several years have seen a marked increase of unusual seismic and geological phenomena:
unprecedented volcanism, earthquakes swarms in unexpected places, giant fissures, sinkholes, cracks,
and unexplained booms or grinding sounds occurring all around the globe.
Adding to the list of anomalies, a muddy, bubbling underground spring in an area seismologists have
long feared could be the epicenter of a massive earthquake is suddenly and mysteriously on the move.
Documented since the 1950s, the spring, described as a “bubbling mud pot that smells faintly of rotten
eggs,” hadn’t moved for decades. Over the last 10 years it has migrated some, around 240 feet, but
slowly. Around 2015, however, the muddy spring inexplicably began to travel at a more rapid pace
through dry earth—from 60 feet over a few months, to 60 feet in a single day.
The spring’s latest move is threatening the region’s infrastructure, including a Union Pacific railroad,
expensive energy and communication lines, and a section of Highway 111, which connects Interstate 10
to the California-Mexico border.
While a geophysicist from the US Geological Survey says there is no evidence that Southern California’s
“traveling sinkhole” is a precursor to an imminent earthquake, the accelerated pace of movement in an
area where the North American and Pacific tectonic plates rub together feels ominous and echoes the
“birth-pain” like ramping up of activity in other realms (Matt. 24:33).
Just as attempts to hinder the mud-filled sinkhole’s advance by draining or damming it have failed, there
is no stopping or delaying what an unprecedented convergence of signs and circumstances suggests is
imminent—the return of Jesus Christ and the onset of the great and terrible Day of the Lord.
“I will give warnings of that Day in the sky and on the earth” (Joel 2:30).
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LINKS:
https://www.sciencealert.com/a-bubbling-pool-of-mud-is-slowly-creeping-across-california-and-nothing-can-stopit
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-11-03/california-hit-39-quakes-24-hours-scientists-warn-movementalong-san-andreas-fault

